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A QR-code for every box

Zwevegem/Miami, 28 August 2020 – Oliva Cigars has premiered a new
concept in the cigar world: a unique QR-code for every cigar box from the
Serie V Melanio line! This QR-code will reveal the origins of the cigar and
open up the beautiful world where the cigar has been made...

QR-codes – or Quick Response codes – have been used on packaging for some time. These two-

dimensional pixelated codes are easy to scan with a smartphone camera and contain more

information than classic barcodes.
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From now on, Oliva Cigars will be printing a unique QR-code on each of its Serie V Melanio

cigars. Anyone who scans such a code will find detailed background information about that

particular cigar, as CEO Cory Bappert explains. “For example, we pinpoint the factory where

the cigar was rolled and what tobacco was used for it. And we also identify the Bonchero and

the Rolero. The Bonchero handles the first step before the cigar gets rolled, while the Rolero

makes sure that the wrapper is rolled around the cigar.”

Besides putting a face behind the product, Oliva also included videos of their factories behind

the QR codes, made together with the Belgian studio Cnockspot. “People like to know from

what farm their food is coming; where their wallet and T-shirt has been made and who finished

the table they just bought… We are happy to offer as the first ones in the industry a similar

experience for the cigar smoker."

A Belgian data tech start-up Esoptra has assisted us in developing this innovation approach.

Their platform ZAZA.Rocks (“Zero App Zero Account”) leverages QR codes to easily link the

journey of a unique product to the experience of a unique customer. “The ZAZA QR code opens

up a unique two-way communication channel between the smoker and the cigar. The smoker

gets rich information about the cigar, and in return provides feedback about his smoking

experience. Going forward, we look to further enrich the QR codes with additional features

useful for our Customers.”



ABOUT J. CORTÈS

J. Cortès is a family run company with a passion for cigars. Cigars in all shapes and sizes. It's a never-ending
story of dedication and craftsmanship that started in 1926. Don't smoke but enjoy! Our prime brands are J.
Cortes, Country, Neos and Amigos. For the major European countries we have strong in-house sales teams; for
other markets our brands are in the hands of our export managers and sold over 80 countries globally. In 2016
CEO Fredje fell in love with artisanal cigar company Oliva Cigars, based in the US and Nicaragua. A business
marriage was set and it turned out to be the party of the year. The Cortès family business now spreads across
two continents.

Don't smoke but enjoy!

About Esoptra

Data tech startup Esoptra strives to make data useful. Their data platform ZAZA.rocks allows companies to
directly interact through their products so as to exchange information with customers and end users. ZAZA QR
codes drive customer engagement by linking the journey of a unique product to the experience of a unique
customer, without the need for a dedicated app. They unlock the power of "Product-Led Communication".
Esoptra was founded in 2017 by 2 veteran deep tech entrepreneurs, and operates teams in Belgium and India.

This innovation, the only one of its kind in the cigar world, perfectly matches the Oliva concept.

Frederik Vandermarliere adds, “A cigar isn’t just for smoking, it’s about pure enjoyment too.

With this innovation, we want to give our cigar connoisseurs an added experience.”

For further information or interviews, please contact Laure Boisbouvier, Marketing Manager J.

Cortès (Laure.Boisbouvier@jcortes.com) or Olivier Mottrie, Marketing J.Cortès

(Olivier.Mottrie@jcortes.com /+32 (0) 472 42 36 21)
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